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Chapter 7

Conclusions

7.1 Discussion and Future Work

One of the main objectives of this thesis is to develop a technique that would
provide the pose, that is position and orientation, of a �exible instrument's
tip. The motivation is that the tip pose of a �exible instrument is required
for minimally invasive procedures, however the current methods of acquiring
the tip pose have certain drawbacks. In this thesis, optical sensors called
�ber Bragg grating (FBG) are utilized to acquire the pose of a �exible
instrument's tip. More speci�cally, various techniques to derive the pose
from the raw sensor data are presented along with experimental validation.
The following paragraphs summarize and discuss the chapters of the thesis.

Chapter 1, presents the literature on FBG sensors in medical instru-
ments and the main contributions of the thesis. In the research literature,
FBG sensors are used in medical instruments for sensing shape and posi-
tion. There are various solutions to the derivation of shape and position
from the raw sensor data. This thesis contributes to the literature with
techniques to acquire both position and orientation information from FBG
sensors. Moreover, it also presents the techniques for distinct con�gurations
of the FBG sensors such as the sensors in single core �ber, multi-core �ber
and in helical core �ber. The next paragraph discusses Chapter 2, which
focuses on the position reconstruction of a catheter.

In Chapter 2, a catheter is reconstructed in 3D space which yields the
position of all the points along its length. The reconstruction is based on
Frenet-Serret equations of curves, which require the catheter's shape, that
is the curvature and torsion, over its length. The shape of the catheter is
deduced from the shape of four multi-core �bers in the catheter. Although
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS

for the catheter reconstruction one �ber is su�cient, utilizing four �bers
makes the reconstruction less prone to individual sensor failure. Thus,
leading to robust sensing which is key in clinical applications where the
safety is a major prerequisite. The results show that the catheter's posi-
tion can be calculated with a maximum error of 1.05 mm and mean error
of 0.44 mm, which is acceptable for clinical applications like biopsies and
ablations. Thus, this work shows that reconstruction with FBG sensors is
feasible and applicable for medical instruments. The work is augmented in
the next chapter to acquire the pose of the catheter tip.

Chapter 3 extends the reconstruction technique in Chapter 2 to acquire
the orientation of the catheter tip in addition to its position, thus acquiring
the catheter tip's pose. Bishop frames are used for the reconstruction in-
stead of Frenet-Serret because they are valid for curves with discontinuity in
the curvature; such as an `S' shape curve. The reconstruction requires the
catheter's shape which is calculated with the same procedure as in Chap-
ter 2. Experimental results show that the technique in Chapter 3 has a tip
position error of 4.69 mm and tip orientation error of 6.48 degrees. The
di�erence between the position error reported in Chapter 3 and the error
reported in Chapter 2 could be due to the dynamic nature of the experi-
ments in Chapter 3. Moreover, the FBG sensors used for the experiments
in Chapter 3 have lower re�ectivity than the ones in Chapter 2, which could
also lead to lower accuracy. Lastly, in Chapter 2 the catheter shape is based
on the average of four multi-core �ber instead of one �ber, the redundancy
of sensing may play a part in improving accuracy. Chapters 2 and 3 utilized
multi-core �ber with straight cores that have FBG sensors, which are ob-
served to be insensitive to twist or torsion. Thus, in the next chapter FBG
sensors inscribed on helical cores are used for reconstruction.

In Chapter 4, the reconstruction technique in Chapter 3 is modi�ed
such that it is applicable to the helical core �ber. Moreover, the measure-
ment accuracy of the helical core and straight core are compared. The
position error with straight core is 0.27 mm and orientation error is 0.72
degrees, where as the position error with helical core �ber is 0.49 mm and
orientation error is 0.61 degrees. The straight core �ber performs better
for position measurement than the helical core �ber, whereas the helical
core �ber out performs the straight core �ber in orientation measurement.
Thus, for applications where twist measurement is important helical core
�bers should be utilized and for applications where the curvature is crucial
the straight core �ber is recommended. In clinic, position measurement is
utilized more frequently than orientation measurement. However, accurate
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orientation sensing would increase the accuracy of position measurement,
particularly for applications where the instrument is exposed to forces from
the environment that cause it to twist, such as needle insertion in tissue.
Further application studies of the reconstruction techniques presented in
the aforementioned chapters are given in Chapter 5 and 6.

In Chapter 5, a catheter tip is tracked by fusing tip position from ultra-
sound images and tip position based on FBG sensors. The catheter tip is
magnetically steered and its trajectory is captured in 2D ultrasound images.
The catheter tip is tracked using computer vision algorithms on the US im-
ages and the shape of the catheter is reconstructed based on FBG sensors
in a multi-core �ber with straight cores. The position obtained from US
and FBGs are fused using Kalman and Luenberger state estimators, with
the mean error of 0.2 mm and 0.18 mm, respectively. The position error
with fused measurements is lower than the position error when only one
sensing technology is used. Thus, the results show that the position error
can be reduced by fusing data from multiple sensors, thereby increasing the
reliability of tip tracking for clinical applications and paving the way for
implementation in the clinic.

In Chapter 6, FBG sensors are utilized to get an estimate of the force at a
�exible instrument's tip. The curvature of the instrument is calculated from
the strains on the FBG sensors and the reconstruction is acquired based on
the curvature. The force at the tip is estimated from the reconstruction
using two models, a Rigid link model and a Cosserat rod model, and the
mean error as the percentage of the true force is found to be 6.9% and 8.3%,
respectively. The study shows the feasibility of tip force estimation, which
can be used for haptic feedback or to prevent tissue damage due to excessive
force in clinical applications.

The FBG sensors are highly e�ective for medical instruments but there
are a few caveats. At the time of writing, a hindrance to acquiring FBG
sensors in multi-core �ber is the high cost of the sensing hardware and the
�bers. Moreover, due to the lack of commercial demand for FBG sensors
in multi-core �bers there are very few institutions capable and interested
in producing these sensors. Though this may change in the future, until
then the limited suppliers for FBG sensors in multi-core �bers will create
acquisition of these sensors a challenge. Furthermore, the �bers have a very
small footprint which makes them highly suitable for minimally invasive
instruments. However, the auxiliary hardware such as the interrogator and
the fan-out box require more space. As an example the hardware utilized in
this thesis required at least 260 mm × 230 mm × 120 mm of space. Thus,
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the placement of the hardware and the routing of the �bers require proper
planning. In addition, the tethered nature of the �bers excludes them from
been applicable to technologies like capsule endoscope. Nevertheless, for
minimally invasive medical instruments FBG sensors are highly suitable due
to their small footprint and compatibility with the clinical environment.

For future work, force sensing at the tip can be used for diagnostics via
palpation, moreover possibility of diagnostic imaging like optical coherence
tomography in conjunction with FBGs can be explored. An interesting
study would be to compare reconstruction using single core �bers with re-
construction using multi-core �bers. Moreover, helical multi-core �bers can
be combined with single core �bers in an instrument; this will result in
accurate twist sensing and also accurate curvature sensing. Another area
for research could be the calibration of the FBG sensors in order to further
improve the pose measurement accuracy. More speci�cally, the complex re-
lation between the applied strain and sensor output can be further studied
and incorporated into the calibration procedure. Lastly, the pose measure-
ment based on the FBG sensors can be validated using a commercial 6-DOF
sensor, strengthening the validation provided in Chapters 3 and 4. These
works would further the fundamental research in this thesis that has em-
pirically shown the utilization of optical �bers with FBG sensors for pose
measurements of medical instruments.
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